MILITARY AIRCRAFT | NAVY/MARINES SUSTAINMENT

AIRCRAFT
SUSTAINMENT ENGINEERING
Moog Inc. is a worldwide designer, manufacturer, and integrator of precision
motion control products and systems. Currently we are positioned on over
forty military platforms ranging from legacy aircraft such as the F-15,
F/A-18, and H-60 to modern platforms like the F-35 and new V-280. It is
the goal of Moog Sustainment Engineering to support our customers
beyond the scope of our products and services as they exist today. With
reverse engineering investigations and innovative techniques, solutions
can be created for parts, assemblies, and systems that were not originally
manufactured or designed by Moog to improve fleet readiness.

REVERSE ENGINEERING

Many legacy aircraft have reliability concerns and obsolescence issues
with parts or suppliers that are no longer in business. Moog engineers have
the talent and expertise to solve these issues and are backed by state-ofthe-art manufacturing facilities to ensure hardware is built to our high
standard of quality.

REPAIR AND OVERHAUL SERVICES

Moog can provide cost-effective alternatives to challenging repair and
overhaul issues. Our breadth of product support ranges from actuation
and flight control systems to mechanical gearboxes, utility applications,
electronics and more.

FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY & TEST

Moog has extensive manufacturing capabilities as well as an established
supply chain to support the production of our current and future products.
Our facility uses state-of-the-art machining centers and maintains
in-house capability for manufacture of our most complex items. Moog also
has the capability to perform acceptance test procedures and full
qualification testing of hardware in house.

SUSTAINMENT ENGINEERING FACILITIES
For inquiries about Sustainment Engineering services at Moog such as reverse engineering, spares
orders, or repair/overhaul development and services, please contact sustainment@moog.com to
connect with one of our sustainment services specialists.

EAST AURORA CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTER
Moog Aircraft Group - East Aurora Operations
160 Jamison Road
Plant 4
East Aurora, New York 14052
USA

TORRANCE CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTER
Moog Aircraft Group - Torrance Operations
20263 Western Avenue
Torrance, California 90501
USA
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